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Foreword 





FOREWORD 

Many decades after adopúng a protecúonist model, Colombia has found through the 
intemaúonalizaúon of its economy a new scheme to reacúvate its productive sector 
and impulse its domesúc growth. 

The old strategy was incompatible with the job creation needs of the country, and 
with the world's economy rapid globalizaúon process. Thus it was necessary to 
modemize and tune-up to the new environment. 

To mak:e economic Apertura possible sweeping changes had to be made. Intense 
negotiating rounds positioning the country towards world trade flows have ocurred. 
Production infrastructure is modemizing and becoming more competitive as a result of 
this process. 

The export sector, despite the great difficulties it has faced, -like the current worst 
recession of the world's economy in the last fifty years-, is displaying its capacity to 
creale new jobs, as is proveo by recent data 

On the other hand, consumers have had the opportunity to improve their living 
standards, not only because they now have available a wider spectrum of products to 
chose from, but also because quality and prices are now more favorable. Small 
producers also feel confident, due to the improvements achieved in producúvity as 
well as in sales. 

The Apertura model required the country to adopt financial, banking and labor code 
reforms. Likewise it had to transform and create new insútutions to mak:e feasible the 
modemizaúon of the economy. 

Among insútuúonal improvements effected was the creation of the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade, whose initial objective was the consolidation of the so-called foreign 
trade sector, as defined by the framework law. 

Intergovernmental coordination of all entities involved with Apertura has been carried 
out through the Cornrnittee on Custorns Affairs, Tariffs and Foreign Trade, 
through the Services and Technology Cornrnittee and through the Cornrnercial 
Practices Cornrnittee. Other bodies have been created as the Sectoral Cornmittees 
on Negotiations and Transportation. 

Through this process, the old system which involved 53 entities to formulate and 
implement foreign trade policy was scraped. 
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The new Ministry has induced a new mentality onto public service, a mentality always 
ready to listen atentively, and always ready for action. The new mentality means that 
govemmental action must be a combination of capability to take into account the 
advice of entrepreneurs and exporters and swiftness to take opportune and effective 
action. 

What has been sought is what m ay be calted "a new govemmental style", whereby the 
govemment adopts a competitive posture guided more by goals than by regulations 
and norms. 

A lot has been done to chop-down the jungle of red-tape affecting foreign trade. 

Al the institutional leve! it is worthwhile to mention the role of the new Superior 
Council . of Foreign Trade, foreign trade's highest echelon body which meets 
regular! y chaired by the President of the Republic himself. 

The Council passed the strategies for the programme of foreign trade, which is an 
ambitious plan of activities to unfold trade policy between 1992 and 1994. For the 
first time ever, there is a blueprint for the externa! sector which guides exporters onto 
the approach that govemment will follow and define priority actions. 

Amongst measures adopted by the Council in favor of exporters, it is noteworthy lo 
mention: simplification of the intemational trading companies regime, norms to 
convert frce-trade zones into prívate enterprises in the short-term, modification of the 
Export Commodities Stabilization Funds which will be converted into investrnent 
funds at fiduciary entities, perfectioning of the national system on norms and quality 
certification, decentralization of customs procedures and of entities that deal with 
foreign trade, and a mechanism by which the nation guarantees export credit insurance 
policies issued by Bancoldex. 

The Mini try has also adopted measures favoring exporters such as the elimination of 
the cargo reserve requirement, increasing air traffic frequencies , and putting into 
service the first prívate container handling pon with inmediate benefits for exporters. 

The conversion of entities as the Export Promotion Fund -PROEXPO- into the Bank 
of Foreign Trade -BANCOLDEX- was performed without interruption of financia! 
services to exporters. BANCOLDEX increased its credits by 33.4% In 1992, as 
compared with the preceeding year. In addition, it adopted a program for a quick, 
almost automatic approval of financia! credit lines. 
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Controls implemented by -BANCOLDEX- have been reduced and procedures 
streamlined. Reimbursement obligations were lowered, credit lines for fixed capital 
were reviewed and the number of intermediation agents offering BANCOLDEX's 
resources to commercial finance companies was increased. 

On the other hand, -FIDUCOLDEX- a fiduciary society with private sector 
participation was created, to promote exports through information and support to 
participate in international fairs. 

In addition, INCOMEX was restructured to improve its operational efficiency. Thus, 
as regards the import registry procedure it can now be done in one single da y, and 
soon it will take only hours or be automatic for those connected to the information 
networks of the Institute. 

The area of Latín American integration and markct enlargement is where greatest 
progress has been made. 

Quick and timely steps made of Colombia the first beneficiary of the Andean Trade 
Preference Act (ATPA). With Venezuela a customs union was negotiated making it 
the most incisive integration scheme in the hemisphere. 

The free-trade zone was extended to Ecuador and Bolivia, and with Peru a bilateral 
trade accord was signed. With Mexico and Chile on-going negotiations willlead to an 
agreement conforming a market of 170 million consumers. If to the former is added 
the trade preferences granted by the United S tates and the European Community, it is 
not an overstatement to declare that Colombia is the best positioned developing 
country in the world as regards trade. 

Coupled to the intense negotiating activity it must be mentioned actions undertaken to 
defend important export products like bananas, coa!, flowers, tuna and naturally 
coffee. 

To remove obstacles to our trade, great activity has been displayed befare GA TT and 
Aladi. Towards the same end, bilateral meetings have taken place with United States, 
Israel, Belgium, Spain and Canada. 

The demanding task to integrate Colombia's economy to world markets began at the 
VIII UNCTAD conference and placed Colombia at the forefront of trade diplomacy. 

This event was termed as historical by both participants and the general secretary of 
_UNCT AD, Kenneth Dadzie. It took place at Cartagena and, as a result, collective 
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strategies and practices emerged to solve world trade issues and economic 
development issues. 

Under the auspices of the "Spirit of Cartagena" it was agreed to sponsor cooperation 
rather than confrontation and seek economic growth through more dynamic trade 
flows between industrial and developing countries. 

Reforms were made to UNCT AD geared to con tribute to the achievement of the above 
mentioned objectives. Such improvements serve now as a showcase to reform the 
entire United Nations system. 

To enlarge markets the active participation of the prívate sector was incorporated in 
the negotiation process. 

The Joint Commission of Foreign Trade is a forum for coordination and liason of the 
public and private sectors. It serves as a body to exchange ideas, information and 
advance proposals on programs and foreign trade stratcgies. 

Coordination is also stimulated through regional committees. There regional 
problcms are reviewed and decentralization is promoted as pertains functioning of 
foreign trade. 

The Ministry of Foreign Trade has integrated a staff of well trained technicians and in 
a year of its functioning has laid down a well established infrastructure to impulse 
foreign trade. 

The tasks to open the economy have not been easy. The best satisfaction comes from 
the fact that a clear-set of policies has been put into place, and from the institutional 
reforms implemented to serve the growing importance of the externa! sector. 
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OPENING-UP OF THE COLOMBIAN ECONOMY ("Apertura") 

BACKGROUND 

The protectjonist model 

Financial flows to the Latin American countries fell rapidly at the beginning of the 
80's as a consequence of the end of the oil bonanza, the recessive symptoms 
experienced by the world economy, high interest rates and due to the reduction of 
world monetary liquidity. This led in only two years to the burst of the extemal debt 
crisis and, since then, these countries tried to reduce the excessive costs originated by 
the accomodation process to the new extemal environment. Therefore, State efforts 
were directed to limit the social, economic and political after-effects generated by the 
debt crisis, and which threatened to erase at a stroke development efforts made in the 
last twenty years. 

This tumed out to be a decade of political and economic acúon in which countries 
strived individually to protect their economies. On the whole, they were forced to 
isolate from foreign competition during a given period of time in order LO straighten
up their economies. 

It was a period squandered by the Latin American nations, in terms of the missed 
opportunity to adapt their productive infrastructure to foreign competition and implied 
the isolation of countries, even their neighbors. Thus, all expectatives of regional 
integration aborted. 

Unsormountable protectionist barriers were erected in those years to leave infant and 
old industries the use of the intemal market as the engine for growth. 

Colombia walked on this path of proteccionist model, in which state intervention was 
the norm rather than the exception. At that time, foreign currency eamings carne from 
the export of primary products and from an exaggerated dependence on coffee sales. 

Industry had gotten used to producing in an oligopolistic and protected habitat. 
Consequently. it had not felt the need to reduce costs, increase productivity or 
compete intemationally. It simply transferred its inefficiency to a captive consumer. 
To this scenario should be added the existence of a very small financial sector, the 
non-existence of a capital market and a general legal framework that generated 
bureaucratic constraints, enormous obstacles to incorporate new technologies and 
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fb. eign investmenl. In shon, a whole proteccionist ment.ality lhat ran against markel 
integration and the free play of supply and demand. 

The domest.ic market, given its size and homogeneity of Lastes, did not allow LO truly 
take advant.age of economies of scale, neither of the advant.ages of the so-called 
"flexible production" that contribules to reduce prices on multiple differentiated 
products or on versions of the same product batch. 

In sum, the economic model adopted for decades was unresponsive lo the growth 
needs of the product.ive sector to take- off, and thus reach high levels of productivity 
and efficiency. On lhe other hand, lhe intemational juncture thal gave rise lo the 
adoption of this model, changed totally al the beginning of the decade of the 90's. 

In the inierim lhe reunification of Germany took place, and the European integration 
process consolidated, coupled to the reinserlion of the centrally planned economies 
into the market economy. This world realignment dict.ated lhat private intemational 
financia! flows redirect towards these areas. 

For Latin America lhese changes were trascendent.al. Firstly, the nations of this 
region in decades to come will count only on scarce and expensive resources. Their 
great source of finance will have to come from the generation of trade surpluses and to 
a lesser degree from direct foreign investment and from capital rcpatriation. 

Those elemcnts induced nations to quickly realign their product.ive structure. In fact, 
in four years there ocurred great changes in the degree of liberalization and Apertura 
of their economies. The same causes generated the creation of regional blocs, this 
time not of preferences but towards market specialization to enable themselves to 
compete at the intemational leve!. 

The so-called "Group of Eight" and the "Group of Three" werc bom to seek an ime
gration scheme, not on Cepal's way, but towards market enlargement and market spe
cialization. Venezuela, Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Uruguay and Brazil, began Lo im
pulse the formalion of free trade areas through bilateral agreements, to the same end. 

Colombia, nonetheless, having achieved in the 80's posit.ive growth rates, witnessed 
falling interest rates and a depressed capit.al formation index, thus the adoption of a 
modemization drive of the economy could not be delayed. The costs lo remain 
isolated and of not coming to terms with lhe new world reality could prove Lo be 
prohibitive. 
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This alternative poli e y, did not meddle with a judicious handling of foreign debt. The 
policy would increase competition through a greater participation in externa) markets, 
dismantling foreign trade restrictions, avoiding protection of inefficient industries and 
eliminating excessive interna! controls of the foreign exchange regime. 

With this on-going process, whal is soughl is lo adopt the required reforms and 
reaccomodale the Colombian economy to the new inlernational environment. In 
addition, il is being carried-oul within a political ambiance of trade integration. 
Amongst others: the Andean Pact, Aladi, the Group of Three and lhrough a 
mulliplicity of bilateral accords with olher american countries. 

APERTURAS's TRADE REVOLUTION 

The opening of the economy, by itself, could not be enough to achieve the objectives 
of lhe new developmental strategy. 

To make it feasible il was necessary lo undertake an ambitious programme of struc
tural reform of the Colombian economy encompassing improvemenls of lhe financia), 
foreign exchange, and labor codes as well as a renewal of physical infrastructure. 

The magnitude of the trade revolution that has ocurred may be grasped through the 
following reforms: 

FOREIGN's TRADE INSTITUTIONAL REFORM 

Foreign trade policy was given highest hierarchy. The Superior Council of Foreign 
Trade was created, as well as the Ministry and the Bank of Foreign Trade. 

IMPORT POLICY IMPROVEMENTS 

Tariff protection was reduced drastically. The number of tariff levels were reduced 
from 23 to only four: 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. At the same time, customs duties were 
slashed. In june 1991, the 

average duty, including surcharges, was 38.6%. Today there are no surcharges and 
average duty is 11.57%. 

Administrative requirements for imports were also streamlined. Thus, for ex.ample, the 
import license system, many times involving quantitative restrictions or prohibitions, 
was abolished. Curren ti y, only 1.2% Of the 7.257 tariff lines are subject to this re gime 
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for national securiLy reasons and is restricted to certain military equipment and 
chemicals involved in narcotics production. 

Maritime cargo reserve for imports and exports was abolished for general and bulk 
cargo. Protection for air cargo transport was diminished and, a policy of "open skics" 
for general cargo was put in place. The arrival into colombian airports of foreign 
carriers has been made easier through bilateral accords. 

SUBSIDIES 

In accordance with the agreements made at the time of accesion to th.'J GATT 
subsidies code, there has been a process to dismantle all subsidies and other artificial 
export incentives, such as pre- shipment credits at prefcrential rates. Certain fiscal 
reimbursements granted to non-traditional exports have becn reduced to reflect only 
the corresponding costs of indirect taxes. Duty drawback mechanisms have been 
adjusted to conform with multilateral norms. 

Of course, sorne support mcchanisms that do not constitute subsidies. will be 
maintaincd, such as relatively cheap crcdit for investment and for capital goods 
imports. Additional funds to purchase technology are now available, a post-shipment 
line of credit at market rates has becn developed, as well as a market for exporters 
acccptances. 

FREE TRADE ZONES 

Therc are six free trade zones in Colombia. One of their advantages is their location 
in areas with high concentration of skilled manpower. The zones have no exchange 
controls whatsoever and are tax exempted. Those investors that establish themselves 
in thc free trade zones will, in addition, have access to the expanded markets of the 
Andean Pact, as well as to the markets of countries with which Colombia has free 
trade agreements. 

Also privatization of free trade zones has been authorized to transform them into 
mixed or prívate enterprises. The zones may be industrial or commercial, of services, 
technological and of tourism. 

FOREIGN INVESTMENT REGIME 

To promole competition the foreign investment regime was modified and includes the 
following principies: 
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- NATIONAL TREATMENT 

Additional requirements to foreign investors were eliminated to grant equal treatment 
to local and intemational investors. 

- AUTOMATICITY 

Meaning automatic approval of all investment requests, except those in public 
utilities, or in national defense or in toxic material handling, all of which require a 
prior authorization. 

- UNIVERSALITY 

Meaning foreign participation in all economic activities with 100% ownership, with 
very few exceptions. 

- TRANSFERABILITY 

Meaning no ceilings on profit remittances, except in those cases of acute foreign 
exchange shortages. 
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REGIONAL INTEGRA TION 

The majority of latin american countries were able to overcome the economic crisis of 
the mid-80's through resembling stabilization, Apertura and modernization schemes. 

This convergence of measures paved the way to approximate countries and towards 
the negotiation of enlarged markets. 

Market enlargement will enable these nations to keep in check adverse facts that may 
weaken their economies, just in case they remain isolated from international trade 
flows. 

Geographical and cultural affinities, among other factors, coupled to the integration 
and economic complementarity of regional countries will contribute to multiply com
mercial operations and investments, and thus reap the economies of scale and specia
lization that Apertura wilJ bring about. Stronger and more efficient economic blocs 
are created, more receptive to foreign investment and technological improvement and 
postured toa greater Apertura vis-a-vis third countries. 

The Colombian govemment is well aware of the advantages of an open regional 
integration process and of the need to forward it rapidly. 

WITH VENEZUELA 

Beginning on January 1992, Colombia and Venezuela under the norms of the 
Cartagena Agreement accelerated bilateral subregional compromises, formed a free 
trade zone and later on a customs union amounting to the most incisive integration 
effort in the hemisphere. 

Bilateral trade and investrnent flows boomed in 1991 and during the first ten months 
of 1992. In 1991, as compared with the preceeding year Colombian exports to 
Venezuela shot-up 111% by value. 

Services and high ranking investments joined Colombian-Venezuelan bilateral trade 
flows, two nations that conform a bloc with the greatest economic potential within the 
region. 

Venezuela is now the third largest market for Colombian goods, after the United 
States and Germany. As regards imports, Venezuela is the fourth supplier of 
Colombia after the United S tates, Germany and Japan. 
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On lhe other hand, the new commercial scenery is full of industrial complementarity 

possibilities. In addition, mmual supply of raw materials and inputs at favorable 

prices opened the road for both nations to work jointly in expon projects, and wilh 

capital from olher countries. 

Products today included in exception lists have the potential to generate intrasectoral 

trade through its incorporation to the free market. 

Naturally, the consolidation of this enlarged Colombian-Venezuelan market, demands 

of an ever growing entrepreneurial and govemmental cooperation, coupled to a perma

nent aclion, to dismount barriers acting against lhe free mobility and harmonization of 

economic policies. 

WITH ECUADOR AND BOLIVIA 

Without exception, Ecuador and Bolivia opened their markets to Colombian goods 

beginning on october 1, 1992. That in tum means, that the formation of an andean 

market is now a reality, after many year of struggle to consolidate it. 

The agreement with Ecuador will translate into greater Colombian exports of products 

already positioned in that market, and enables many olhers to participate as a result of 

duty-free treatment. 

Colombian-Ecuatorian trade amounted to US$ 170 million in 1991 and in the first ten 

months of 1992 it reached US$ 186.3 million, a growlh rate of 38.5%. 

Colombia now offers its market of 32 miUion consumers to investors and exporters 

from Ecuador and Bolivia. 

Today, there exists a Grancolombian Bloc open to the world it encompasses. It is 

formed by Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia. 

WITH PERU 

As regards Peru, the Commission of the Cartagena agreement as of December 31, 

1993 rescinded its obligations pertaining the liberation program and the mínima! 

externa! common tariff, taking into account the difficult juncture it is undergoing, in 

particular due to lhe fiscal shortcomings the country is experiencing. 

Through this step formal withdrawal of Peru from the Andean Pact was avoided. It 

implies that Peru will charge third country tariffs to imports originating in the Andean 
' 
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Group. In tum, member countries to the Pact will apply national tariffs to peruvian 
products. 

Nonetheless, Decision 321 establishes the possibility to negotiate bilateral accords 
with Peru to maintain a preferential tariff margin on mutual trade. To this end, the 
Colombian govemment signed a trade agreement with Peru. Through it, a list of pro
ducts benefited from tariff and restriction eliminations. 

To upgrade the functioning of the agreement, signatory countries created a Binational 
Administering Commission. 

WITH MEXICO AND CHILE 

Within the G-3 framework, Colombia seeks to negotiate a free trade zone with Mexico 
and Chile by the end of 1993. 

Even tough, these countries do not share geographical proximity with Colombia, they 
have dynamic markets propitious to the expansion of Colombian non-traditional 
exports. In tum, Mexico has an export offer of raw inputs and competitive inter
mediate goods that could strenghten Colombian industries. 

The G-3 members Colombia, Venezuela and Mexico represent one-third of latín 
america's Gross National Product and comprise 40% of the region's global foreign 
trade. The three countries add-up toa market of 137 million consumers. 

Integration of these markets will translate into mutual huge additional flows of goods, 
services and factors among them. It will create space to take advantage of comple
mentarities and economic specialization and in tum offer domestic and foreign 
investors more attractive conditions. 

To Colombia, Mexico represents the opportunity to conquer a ninety million consumer 
market to be enlarged by virtue of the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA). 

NAFTA once approved by the corresponding national legislatures, will open a 
permanent free access to mexican production into a market over 30 times its own size. 
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HEMISPHERIC INTEGRA TION 

At the Latín American level there is consensos on the fact that Apertura and 
economic growth go hand in hand and that an isolated country can hardly reap the 
benefits of a market economy. 

The regional economic integratíon efforts displayed by Colombia aim at the confor
matíon of a Common Latín American market towards its final insertion into a bene
ficial hemispheric free-trade zone. 

Therefore, the Colombian govemment is pleased with the successful closure of 
NAFI' A negotíatíons, welcomes the airead y established agreement between Mexico 
and the Central American countries, the advances made by MERCOSUR and by all 
other accords that contribute to the consolidatíon of free-contínental-trade. 

As of 1993, Colombia has enjoyed a privileged positíon as regards intemational trade. 
The american market is now open to over 80% of Colombian products and the country 
has begun to benefit from the preferential advantages granted by the European 
Community. 

In addition, when negotiations with Chile and Mexico conclude there will have been 
created an economic free-trade space comprising six countries with Venezuela, Ecua
dor and Bolivia. This commercial space, encompassing 170 million persons, accounts 
for 40% of latín american and caribbean population and represents 40% of its gross 
national product. 

Also, in 1993 there will be advances on free-trade discussions with Central America. 

Next steps will include overtures to markets of superior magnitude in arder to conso
lidate the export-oriented trade strategy. Therefore, through direct negotiations access 
to NAFf A is sought, to enter integration schemes with United S tates and Canada. 

Colombia seeks to consolidate its interdependence with american industrial countries, 
well aware that relatívely smaller economies have a lot to gain through these alliances 
and that differences in degree of development can be taken into account during 
negotíatíons. 

Size and initíal development level of an economy are not overall determinants of the 
competí ti ve advantage of nations, therefore in a successful integratíon strategy, 
competí ti ve advantages are "leamed" orare "created". 
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Trade potenúal by itself generates advantages, and negotiaúons with the rest of the 
world are sine-qua-non to unleash all these dynamic processes. The perspecúve to 
sign an agreement, -alone- is capable of unfolding a wholesome process of techno
logical improvements, and of informaúon and investment attainment. Hence the ever 
daily growing importance of trade relaúons among countries. The challenge of com
peúúveness and of competiúon for new markets are at the forefront of the inter
naúonal agenda 

A NEW CONCEPTION OF THE STA TE 

The former process of economic opening is being implemented under a new concept 
of the State, and under a jurídica! framework that may guarantee the free play of 
competiúon and thus leave behind the old State interventionist model. 

The State has become the guardian and promoter of prívate iniúaúve and under such 
role adopts structural changes that contribute to reduce costs of economic Apertura. 
And, impels negotiations and alliances to obtain preferential access for national 
production into markets which in turn will allow to transfonn the productive appa
ratus. Thc modcmization of state organs aims to stamp out inefficiency in critica! 
sectors, which overburdens local population. 

OVERREACHING IMPORTANCE OF THE PRIVA TE SECTOR 

Thc Latin American integration and economic Apertura processes are focused on the 
special relcvancc of the prívate sector. 

The prívate sector has been invited to design and partake in the negotiating process. 
Its participation stamps political legitimacy and economic viability onto commercial 
ncgotiations. 

Colombian impresarios have been invited to infonn themselves on the productive 
sectors and the modemization plans of other countries, to detect new possibilities to 
strenghten their activities. 

Diverse world-wide contacts have been made to open avenues on behaJf of national 
manufacturers and exporters. 

PHASES OF THE APERTURA PROCESS 

Thc Colombian economy's modernization drive is being carried out within a specific 
programme. It obeys an established strategy that in short includes two stages: 
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The first stage is aimed to dismantle excessive protection of national production, 
towards systematization and administrative swiftness to handle the prior licensing sys
tem, towards reduction of tariff levels and of average tariffs. This stage was designed 
as a platform to apply an integral Apertura policy and modemize the Colombian 
economy. 

The second, aims to reduce real protection to national production, but at this time, the 
only toolto be used are tariffs. 

At the end of the process, protection of domestic production must revolve around a 
"desirable" tariff structure and ata real exchange rate in the medium and long terms. 

After completion of these stages, Apertura shall fulfill the achievement of acceptable 
employment levels. The Colombian economy spearheaded by the externa! sector in 
the next four years must create 380 thousand new jobs if it is to absorb the labor force 
growth and reduce unemployment to tolerable levels. 
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FOREIGN TRADE's JURIDICAL FRAMEWORK 

Law 7 of1991 

Law 7 of 1991 also known as Framework Law of Foreign Trade incorporales the new 
importance accorded intemational trade, as the engine for growth, and establishes the 
institutional reforms for the sector. 

The law establishes the conversion of the Export Promotion Fund into the Bank of 
Foreign Trade to finance export activities through credits. Free trade zones were defi
ned as instruments for export promotion, the law also allows the creation of prívate 
free trade zones. It also includes new norms pertaining intemational transpon of 
merchandises lo make easier transit lowards olher nalions. 

The law upheld The Fiscal Drawback Certificate (CERT), asan instrument to refund 
taxes and to selectively promete exports. 

It also included the creation of Export Commodities Stabilization Funds to stabilize 
incomes of national producers. 

THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN TRADE 

Law 7 of 1991 , created the Ministry of Foreign Trade as the entity in charge of mana
gement, coordination, implementalion and supervision of foreign trade policy as 
regards goods, services and lechnology. in harmony wilh the development plans of the 
Country. 

Its Article 20, invested faculties on the President of the Republic lo determine Lhe 
structure, the staff and functions of the Ministry. In use of lhose faculties Decree 2350 
was issued establishing ils organizational structure. 

The Decree, in first place, defines the "foreign trade sector" as composed by the public 
entilies that design and implement foreign trade policy pertaining goods, services and 
technology and by the institutions prívate or of mixed character involved in these or 
related activities. 

It also decrees that to the sector also belong the public executive bodies, that are 
directly involved with the implementation of foreign trade. 

As pertains the organization of foreign trade of paramount importance are the 
coordination activities of the Ministry at the inter-institutional leve! and vis-a-vis the 
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prívate sector. This coordination does not imply a hierarchical subordination and is 
aimed to harmonize sectoral policies and foreign trade policy, seeking to strenghten 
productive infrastructure and a greater trade intercourse with world markets. 

The Sectoral Committees and advisors are the main agents of coordination. 

FUNCTIONS OF THE MINISTRY 

The Ministry of Foreign Trade focuses his activities on three fundamental areas: 

• Intemational negotiations 
• Planning and research 
• Support to the export sector 

The entitiy must lead the growth process of the extemal sector and to that aim 
undertak:es intemational negotiations on the subject It must establish responsabilities 
as regards the design and implementation of foreign trade policy and works in liason 
with the productive sectors, whose optimal performance is sine-qua-non towards a 
greater contribution of the export activity to national economic growth. 

ORGANIC STRUCTURE 

The new structure of the Ministry is non-hierarchical. In harmony with current orga
nizational Lendencies Divisions were eliminated and a horizontal structure was 
adopted as follow s: 

BUREAU OF THE MINISTER 

The dirccLion of Lhe Ministry of Foreign Trade is the duty of the sworned nominee to 
the bureau. Among his functions it may be mentioned: implementation of foreign 
trade poJicies, programs and plans, in consonance with recommendations of the Supe
rior Council of Foreign Trade, he/she must represent thc Country before intemationaJ 
forums and entitics, is in charge of trade negotiations, and represents the Country as 
plenipoLenciary Lo Lhe Commission of the Cartagena Agreement, and before other 
existing fora and bodies of economic integration that may be created as a result of on
going negoLiaLions Lo form free-trade Zones wilh Colombia's participation. 

JURIDICAL OFFICE 

It musL uphold Lhe unity of juridical criteria of the legal instruments that regulate 
foreign trade. Among many of its functions it must render concepts on norms and 
review law projccLs involved with foreign trade. 
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OFFICE OF INTERNAL PLANNING, INFORMA TION ANO PERFORMANCE 
APPRAISAL 

This office has the duty to prepare expense and investrnent budgets of the Ministry to 
be considered by the General Budget Direction of the Ministry of Finance and Public 
Credit It implements the Activities Plan of the Ministry and oversees results of tasks 
delegated on other offices. In sum, it is in charge of the integral control of the 
Ministry. 

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE 

It conducts and coordinates news information programs pertaining activities of the 
Ministry and of the foreign trade sector. It is in charge also of the publications of the 
entitty. 

BUREAU OF THE VICE MINISTER 

This office coordina tes thc General Directions of thc Ministry, and serves as liason 
and support between this entity and the Bank of Foreign Trade and Incomex. The 
Viceminister has the country's representation at intemational negotiations pertaining 
mauers of foreign trade every time the Minister may delegate this function. 

GENERAL SECRETARIA T 

Must oversee abidance to the organic laws of the Ministry and to al! other dispositions 
on interna! administrative steps and procedures. ll plans, coordinates and controls 
administration, finance, human resources and the physical infrastructure of the 
Ministry. 

DIVISION OF HUMAN RESOURCES . 

It plans and coordinates selection, salaries, promotions and social welfare programs of 
employees. 

ADMINISTRA TIVE DIVISION 

It is in charge of general services and of administrative services for the normal 
performance of the Ministry. 
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FINANCE DIVISION 

11 is responsible of finance accounting, of 1he budgel and of lhe treasury of lhe 
Ministry. 

DIRECTIONS 

The Ministry has three Directions 

GENERAL DIRECTION OF PROGRAMMING, COORDINA TION 
AND FOREIGN TRADE POLICY 

Its work focuses on research through the Subdirection of International Economy 
Studies and through the Subdirection of Sectoral Studies to enable the Ministry 
policy fonnulation vis a vis the changing intemational environment and forecasts on 
the industrial production impacl lhal may be generaled by foreign trade measures 
adopled by the Superior Council of Foreign Trade and by the national govemment. 
To obtain optimal benefits 10 be accrued from inlemational negoliations, il proposes 
secloral priorities and gauges previously the impacl of negotiations on the export 
sector, as well as the impact on national industry due to trade liberalization. 

GENERAL DIRECTION TO PROMOTE TRADE FLOWS 

It fonnulates, in consonance with the pertaining entities, an integral policy of servíces 
and instruments to support Colombian foreign trade in particular focused on exports. 
It is in charge of handling and direction of free-trade Zones to be liquidated, of the 
mechanisms of duty draw-back, of Plan Vallejo nonnativity and of Maquiladoras 
always seeking optimal tools on behalf of Colombian exporters similar to the 
mechanisms other govemments bestow on their national producers. It complies with 
its functions through the Subdirection of Foreign Trade, Services and Tecbnology 
and through the Subdirection of Promotion and Support of Foreign Trade. 

GENERAL DIRECTION ON NEGOTIA TIONS 

Is in charge of the main instruments of Colombia's trade policy, negotiations vis a vis 
intemational trade entities, il participates on processes to enter into intemational bila
teral and multilateral agreements that imply 10 grant and be granted preferential tariff 
treatrnent. This Direction will undertake negotiations under guide-lines established by 
the Superior Council of Foreign Trade, to assure that the Country and the productive 
sector may obtain from each negotiation elements and conditions favoring a beneficia! 
trade intercourse. 
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The Ministry has specialized and idoneous negotiators on foreign trade matters. Their 
appointment belongs lo the Superior Council of Foreign Trade. 

OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVES 

To make certain lhat Colombia's foreign trade policy adjusts to intemational ten
dencies, and lo ensure a continuos trade information flow focused on policies adopted 
by lhe main world trade powers, lhe Ministry of Foreign Trade has representatives at 
cities hosts lo the mosl importanl world trade bodies lo which Colombia is a member. 
And envoys before trade and commercial integration bodies and before Blocs of 
special interest for Colombia. 

Law 7 of 1991 assignes lo lhe Superior Council of Foreign Trade the function of 
orienting Colombian overseas trade offices. The Ministry of Foreign Trade in liason 
with lhe Chancellery and the Bank of Foreign Trade, will undcrtake studies and make 
proposals lo enable the Council fulfillment of said function keeping in mind an 
integral vision lo orienl all differenl types of Colombian overseas trade offices. 

SUPPORT SERVICES TO THE SECTOR 

The Ministry of Foreign Trade musl play a protagonist role to define lhe policies to 
supporl the sector, taking into account transpon, insurance, finance, and an adequate 
infrastructure, important as they are like lhe very idcntification of the exportable offer 
lo enable the Country lo make inroads inlo olher markets. 

Even though there are various public organs concemed with transport, highways, 
ports, and tariffs, arnong olhers; nonetheless it belongs to the Ministry of Foreign 
Trade to impulse modemization of all infrastructure concemed with foreign trade. 
Thus in liason with the pertaining public entities will present recommendations lo the 
Superior Council of Foreign Trade on those matters. 
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